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ABSTRACT : Large aperture seismic data was acquired at the western margin of the Cambay basin for the exploration of

Mesozoic sediments in three campaigns. This data was processed in two parts generating near-offset stack and wide-angle stack

separately, which were used for making a composite stack section. But the separate processing of the two wave-fields has several

limitations and the output generated have some ambiguity in the interpretation. Present study is a further extension and development

over the author’s earlier work on the processing of large aperture seismic data. In the present study, velocity field was bifurcated

into parts and move-out corrections were applied on total wave-field using two components of the velocity field. Two sets of

move-out corrected gathers were used to generate composite gathers, which were subjected to pre-stack time migration. Pre-stack

time migrated section has all the details of the tertiary sequence present in the conventional near offset section and brings out a

much improved picture of the sub-basalt features with the improvement in the total frequency content and reflector continuity.

INTRODUCTION

Exploration of sediments lying below basalt has
always been a challenge in the Cambay basin. Basalt (Deccan
Trap) acts as a transmission filter for seismic energy to bring
a meaningful reflection from Mesozoic sediments, although
their presence is well proved by several wells drilled in and
around the basin.

Wide-angle reflection arrivals are more suitable for
sub-basalt mapping because their amplitudes are higher in
comparison to near-vertical seismic reflections and multiple
activity is less pronounced at very large offsets. Being free
from tertiary multiples, these reflections are easily identifiable
in the wide-angle cone of the data. A few seismic lines were
shot at the western margin of the Cambay basin with a spread
of 12 km for exploration of Mesozoic sediments, which are
overlying the granitic basement. These sediments are underlain
by Deccan trap basalts of late Cretaceous and early Paleocene
age. Tertiary sediments of varying thickness form the thick
cover over the basalt. These large aperture seismic lines were
processed in two parts and separate sections were generated
for near offset and wide-angle cone of the data. Finally
composite sections were generated by post-stack compositing
of the two stacks.

Recently one seismic line (marked as profile-C in
Figure-1) was shot, connecting these lines and well-D falling
on the south-western side of the area. The data was acquired
using 300 channels End-On spread and 40 mt group interval.

Explosive was used as energy source. Data of this profile was
taken up for the present study.

The well-D has been drilled upto a depth of 1317mt.
This well has encountered 81 mt thickness of alluvium,
424 m of Trap, 775 m of Mesozoics and was terminated after
drilling 37 m of granitic basement. On the basis of the
refraction data available in and around the area, seismic
velocity information of different formations was estimated.
This has given the idea about the expected two way time of
different horizons on the seismic section near the well. This
calculation is shown in Table –1.

Figure 1 : Map showing the area of study
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Table 1: Table showing the expected two-way time of
reflections near well-D

Formation Depth Formation velocity expected TWT
(m) (m/s) of the top of the

horizon (minimum
& maximum)

Alluvium 0–81 1600–1900 ————
Deccan Trap 81–505 4200–5100 66 – 78 ms
Mesozoics 505–1280 3200–3900 232 – 280 ms
Basement 1280 + 5800–6300 629 – 764 ms

PROCESSING CHALLENGES

Initially the data was processed in two parts and
stacks were generated separately for near vertical reflections
and wide-angle reflections. This is the approach that was used
for processing the large aperture data of this area with the
existing resources (reference-1). The two outputs are shown
in Figure-2 and Figure-3. But separate processing of near
offsets and wide-angle data has its own limitations, such as:

(i) while extracting the wide-angle cone from the total wave-
field, a sizable amount of reflection data is lost in the
vicinity of the direct arrivals.

(ii) since the two portions of the data set are processed
separately, the ultimate outputs have entirely different
frequency content to the extent that they do not appear
to belong to the same family of the data volume. The
frequency content in wide-angle stack is much lower in
comparison to near-vertical stack, hence the visual look
of the composite stack sections were never alike of the
conventional stack section.

(iii) in the areas where reflection events are not mapable in
the wide-angle cone, post-stack compositing of the two
sections usually suggests the presence of false structures,

posing a challenge for interpretation of such data and
leads to ambiguity in interpretation.

Due to these limitations it was decided to look for an
alternative approach to process the large aperture seismic data.

PRE-STACK COMPOSITING

A representative CMP gather is shown in segment-a
of  Figure-4. It has an alignment of strong energy pertaining
to the direct arrivals, which is bifurcating the total wave-field
into two parts. Refraction from trap top and some weak
reflections are seen in the wide-angle cone of the data. After
filtering of the direct arrivals and proper equalization, the total
wave-field attains a common appearance (segment-b of
Figure-4).

Segment-c of this figure is again the total wave-field
data but the basalt refraction has been muted in it.

Different hyperbolic events have been identified and
marked on this gather in Figure-5. Event X corresponds to
the Trap top (basalt) and event Z corresponds to the granitic
basement (?). Hyperbolae corresponding to these two events
cross each other at an offset of 3600 m. After this offset all
the sub-trappean reflections will arrive early and reflections
from Tertiaries and Trap top will have late arrival. Applying
move-out correction for these events together will have an
infinite stretching beyond an offset of 3600 m. This
phenomenon is shown in Figure-6.

To avoid this problem, move-out correction has to
be applied in two steps. The reflection time corresponding to
Trap top was noted from the near offset processed section
(Figure-2). Velocity field was divided into two parts- one for
the tertiary and trap top, second for the sub-basalt events.
Segment-c of figure-6 shows the two segments of the velocity
field. Blue coloured component of velocity functionFigure 2 : Post-stack migrated section of profile -C

Figure 3 : Stcak of wide-angle reflection data
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corresponds to the shallower levels and the red coloured
component of velocity function corresponds to the sub-
trappean reflections.

Move-out corrections were applied on the total wave-
field with blue coloured component of velocity field and one
set of move-out corrected data was generated. After that
applying move-out correction using red coloured component
of the velocity field created another data set. Segment-a and
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segment-b of Figure-7 represent the two sets of move-out
corrected gathers. Finally composite gathers were generated
by partial stacking of these two corrected gathers (segment-c
of Figure-7).

PROCESSING METHODOLOGY

Composite gathers were generated for the profile
using the approach discussed above. Since the offset involved

Figure 4: (a) CMP gather 350,  (b) after filtering direct arrival, (c) after muting refraction

Figure 5: CMP gather 350 showing different hyperbolic events
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in the data set are very large, even smaller dips and small
faults will have large impact on the proper positioning of the
reflected energy to its true sub-surface position. Pre-stack
migration is desired for such data volume. Move-out corrected
composite gathers were subjected to pre-stack time migration.

Residual velocity was estimated for migrated gathers and
correction was applied. Figure-8 depicts a representative
comparison between composite gathers and pre-stack migrated
composite gathers. Processing sequence adopted is as
below:

Figure 6: (a) CMP gather 350, (b) stretching after NMO, (c) bifurcation of the velocity field

Figure 7: CMP gather 350 after move-out correction (a) with velocity field of shallow horizons, (b) with velocity field of sub-trappeans, (c)
composite gather generated by partial stack of gathers in a and b.
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Pre-processing and deconvolution
!!!!!

Application of residual statics
!!!!!

Move out correction with velocity field of shallow events and
sub-basalt events separately

!!!!!
Pre-stack compositing of gathers

!!!!!
DMO
!!!!!

Residual velocity estimation and correction
!!!!!

Sorting to common offset domain
!!!!!

Migration
!!!!!

Sorting to CMP domain
!!!!!

Residual velocity estimation and correction
!!!!!

Stack
!!!!!

De-migration of the stack
!!!!!

Final migration of demigrated output

Pre-stack time migrated section is shown in
Figure-10. This section has all the details of the Tertiary
sequence and trap top that are present in the Figure-2.

Basement has been brought out clearly in this section. Sub-basalt
events are better defined and have better frequency content in
this section in comparison to post-stack composite section shown
in Figure-9.

CONCLUSION

Pre-stack compositing combined with pre-stack
migration has brought out a much better picture of the sub-
surface. Frequency content has improved in comparison to
separately processed wide-angle stack. More over this section
will not show a false structure, which is common in the section
prepared by post-stack compositing of the near offset and wide
angle stacks, thus ambiguity in the interpretation is much
reduced.
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Figure 8 (a). Composite gather of CMP 350.
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Figure 8(b). Same gather showin in figure 8(a), after pre-stack time migration.


